AUTHOR'S PREFACE
To send this book out into the world without a word of acknow-
ledgment of what it owes to others would be as ungracious as to
leave a house-party without thanking host and hostess for their
hospitality
It would be worse than ungracious, downright dishonest for
whereas I only owe most of what I have found good in life to my
friends, this book owes its very life to them
Without their help I should never have been born in print
Without them I could not have learnt to talk alone
Lady Vaughan, one of my oldest friends, was the first to give
me help and encouragement She undertook to edit the story
of my life on the stage which appeared a few years ago in the
Strand Magazine and in the preparation of it I received much
valuable assistance from two other friends, Miss Kitty Everest
and Miss Violet Shepherd
The experience which I got from this adventure into auto-
biography was invaluable It showed me that if I were to
succeed in reliving my life in print I must not only dig into the
records of my career and into my memory, but that I must try
also to find out what sort of person I was and am, and how I
had gone on year by year performing the automatic miracle of
growing up—changing constantly and yet retaining my
identity I began to see vaguely what I had to do, but found it
impossible to set about doing it
Then came another friend, Hector Bolitho, to whom I owe
enlightenment and deep gratitude He showed me that I must
select and re-select from that wealth of material fact which had
been assembled those things which I believe to have both some
value m themselves and also as links which bind together past
and present
Once I had grasped this idea I realized that no one could
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